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It is our pleasure to present you with the latest products from our brands. In this catalogue, we have put together a special selection 
that includes both new and tried-and-tested items. 
 
In the first part of this catalogue, we guide you through the exciting new products from our brands. Discover the products from 
Retumbler: Best of Drinkware, which impress with their elegant design and high functionality. Immerse yourself in the world of 
intelligent solutions from Reeves: Smart Electronics. And be inspired by the creative and classic ideas of Re98: Classic & Ideas, 
which effortlessly combine tradition and innovation. 
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It is our pleasure to welcome you. We represent not only the world of innovative and creative promotional products, but we pledge our commitment to sustainability. In our corporate culture, 
sustainability is more than just a buzzword - it is a fundamental part of our DNA. Our aim is to provide you with a stage on which your advertising messages can not only be heard, but also have 
a lasting impact. We firmly believe that advertising has the power to initiate positive change and raise awareness of environmental and social responsibility. That‘s why we focus on strategies and 
solutions that are both innovative and environmentally conscious.

Quality and sustainability go hand 
in hand: our commitment to a 
better future

The durability of our products is central to our quest for a more sustainable future. We 
are proud of the fact that high quality is not just a promise,  but a lived practice. This 
is reflected in our comprehensive sustainability strategy: 
 
1. Quality in materials and workmanship: we carefully select materials and We pay 
attention to the highest processing standards to guarantee durability. 
 
2. Safety and legal compliance: To ensure the health and safety of all users, we only 
use materials for our promotional products that are both safe and legally compliant. 
 
3. Corporate social responsibility (CSR): Our commitment goes beyond product quali-
ty. We are committed to ethical behaviour, fair working conditions, 
environmental protection and social commitment.

Final assembly on site: 
Quality assurance and focus

Our configurable products are assembled in Germany and Europe. This decision 
symbolises our commitment to quality and sustainability. Through local assembly 
and packaging, we not only ensure the highest quality standards, but also reduce 
CO2 emissions through shorter transport routes and more efficient material utilisati-
on. This practice enables us to us to respond flexibly to customer needs and minimise 
our ecological footprint by by combining quality and environmental awareness.
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Our path to more sustainable 
corporate governance

We are pleased to inform you that our journey towards an improved eco-balance has begun 
with our certification as an Ökoprofit NRW company. This award marks a significant milesto-
ne in our ongoing endeavour to act more sustainably endeavour to act more sustainably in 
all areas of our company. 
 
Through innovative measures in production and transport as well as the use of new 
technologies, we are continuously working to reduce our environmental impact. Our efforts, 
transparently presented in our first Sustainability Code Report 2022, were recognised by our 
nomination for the German Sustainability Award and encourage us to act as a role model for 
sustainable practices in our industry.

Packaging reduction and certified 
materials: Our path to more 
sustainable products 

Since 2019, we have made a decisive change in strategy, focusing on the avoidance of 
unecessary packaging. This change is an essential part of our efforts to act in a more 
environmentally friendly and responsible manner. 
 
Our products are now only packaged when absolutely necessary to protect them. This 
approach helps to significantly reduce packaging waste and minimise our environmental 
impact. In cases where packaging is unavoidable, we have committed to gradually switching 
to more sustainable alternatives.
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Thermo mug

An elegant, finely powder-coated thermo mug com-
plete with a handle and sliding lid - the RETUMBLER- 
ORTADO-Office is the quintessential office mug from our 
ORTADO range. Just as with other versions in the range, 
the mug is crafted from recycled materials: the body is 
made from recycled stainless steel, while the lid combi-
nes recycled polypropylene and AS plastic. The 360 ml 
mug features a transparent, BPA-free lid with a silicone 
seal. Its sliding mechanism ensures effortless opening 
and gentle closing. The genuine beechwood handle is 
sturdy, adding a pleasing colour contrast to the mug. 
Owing to its double-walled vacuum insulation, the office 
mug keeps hot drinks warm for up to 4 hours and cold 
drinks chilled for up to 24 hours. Tip: Given its wooden 
handle, we recommend hand-washing the thermal mug. 

Material
wood, silicone, recycled stain-

less steel, recycled polypropyle-
ne, recycled AS plastic

Measurements 104 x 123 x 123 mm

Weight 237g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 50 x 70 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel

Recycled AS Plastic

Leak-resistant

Double wall with vacuum insulation

52605
RETUMBLER-ORTADO OFFICE 

Warmth meets design: Thermo mug made from recycled 
stainless steel with bamboo handle.

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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On the move with style: 
Recycled stainless steel meets 
black powder coating.

Thermo mug

This 360 ml thermo mug with a flip-lid is the perfect 
companion for on-the-go and in the car. As with other 
variants from the ORTADO range, the drinking mug is made 
from recycled materials: the body is crafted from recycled 
stainless steel, whilst the lid is made from recycled polypro-
pylene and AS plastic. The twist-lock feature, coupled with 
a silicone seal on the lid, ensures the mug is leak-proof.  
Due to its double-wall construction and premium 
vacuum insulation, the ORTADO-To-Go mug keeps 
beverages warm for up to 5 hours or cold for up to 24 
hours. Tip: Both the mug and the lid are dishwasher-safe.  

Material
silicone, recycled stainless steel, 

recycled polypropylene, recy-
cled AS plastic

Measurements 150 x 76 x 76 mm

Weight 216 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 85 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel

Recycled AS Plastic

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

52606
RETUMBLER-ORTADO TO GO 

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

The RETUMBLER-ORTADO-500 is a premium thermo 
bottle crafted from recycled stainless steel and recycled 
polypropylene plastic. It captivates with its aesthetic 
design, tactile pleasure, and outstanding quality. Owing to 
its double-walled vacuum insulation, this drinking bottle 
offers superb insulation properties: beverages maintain 
their warmth for up to 7 hours and remain cold for up to 
36hours. The delicate powder coating gives the bottle an 
exceptionally pleasing touch. A cork lid, complemented 
with a practical handle, provides a harmonious appearan-
ce. The handle ensures the drinking bottle can be comfor-
tably carried or attached to a bag – making it perfect for 
on-the-go. The silicone seal and twist cap ensure the ther-
mo bottle is securely sealed, offering leak-proof protection. 
This makes the bottle suitable for carbonated drinks. The 
item can be cleaned in the dishwas

Material
silicone, Cork, recycled stainless 

steel, recycled polypropylene
Measurements 204 x 75,3 x 75,3 mm

Weight 250,67 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 110 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel + Recycled PP

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

52603
RETUMBLER-ORTADO 500 

black 52603-BK dark blue 52603-DBE green 52603-GNwhite 52603-WE

Recycled stainless steel embraces cork: pure design elegance.

eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

The RETUMBLER-ORTADO-750 is a premium 750 ml 
thermo bottle crafted from recycled stainless steel and 
recycled polypropylene plastic. Its striking appearan-
ce, pleasing touch, and outstanding quality set it apart. 
The double-walled vacuum-insulated bottle has excel-
lent thermo characteristics, ensuring beverages stay 
warm for up to 11 hours and cold for up to 41 hours. 
The bottle‘s fine powder coating provides an exceptional-
ly pleasant tactile experience. An elegant cork lid with a 
metal handle complements the design harmoniously. Due 
to its silicone seal and screw cap, the bottle is securely 
sealed and leak-proof, making it suitable for carbonated 
beverages. The handle allows it to be comfortably carri-
ed or attached to a bag. The thermo bottle can be safely 
cleaned in a dishwasher. Please note: The cork lid is not 
dishwasher safe.

Material
silicone, Cork, recycled stainless 

steel, recycled polypropylene
Measurements 268 x 77 x 77 mm

Weight 370 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 47 x 165 mm

Handling category C

Recycled Stainless Steel + Recycled PP

Leak-proof

Double wall with vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

52604
RETUMBLER-ORTADO 750 

black 52604-BK dark blue 52604-DBE green 52604-GNwhite 52604-WE eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Thermo Espressobecher

This REFLECTS® original design comprises two premi-
um black espresso mugs made from recycled stainless 
steel. Their elegantly contoured shape and the black 
powder coating perfectly complement the design of our 
RETUMBLER-Colesso thermo mug – positioning the
RETUMBLER-Duoshot as an innovative addition to our 
COLESSO range. Each double-walled 80ml coffee mugs 
can comfortably hold two espressos. The dual-layer 
construction insulates hands from the heat, ensuring a 
delightful drinking experience. These handy espresso 
mugs are perfect for daily use and on-the-go moments. A 
practical note: these thermo mugs can be effortlessly and 
thoroughly cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material recycled stainless steel

Measurements 66 x 55 x 55 mm

Weight 49,2 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 22 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Set of 2

52625
RETUMBLER-DUOSHOT Espresso cup made from recycled stainless steel: 

elegance meets design.

espresso mugs.

inklusive Eco-Box
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Transparent charm unfolds pure coffee enjoyment.
Thermo Espressobecher

This set of two includes double-walled espresso 
glasses made from borosilicate glass, each with a 
capacity of 55 ml. The premium material ensures outstan-
ding heat resistance. The practical double-wall design 
keeps coffee warm for extended periods while simulta-
neously protecting the hands. Furthermore, the coffee 
glasses has a unique aesthetic: due to the transparent 
double-wall, the beverage appears to „float“ inside the 
glass. The effect makes  coffee specialties such as Espres-
so Macchiato or Espresso Marocchino visually fascinating. 
Care tip: The espresso glasses can be cle-
aned in the dishwasher without any residue. 

Material glass

Measurements 65 x 55 x 44 mm

Weight 55 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 22 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Double wall

Heat resistant glass

Dishwasher safe

Set of 2

52628
RETUMBLER-DUOSHOT GLASS 

espresso mugs.

inklusive Eco-Box
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Veredelungsbeipiel mit Tampondruck

Clear view - thermo mug 
with transparent lid

black 52594-BK white 52594-WE

Thermo mug

52594
RETUMBLER-COLESSO 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 148 x 90 x 90 mm

Weight 248 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 110 mm

Handling category C

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

BPA free

The 400 ml thermo mug is an in-house design and is 
available in black and white. The transparent lid and the 
elegantly curved shape of the mug form an impressive 
appearance. The powder coating provides a pleasant feel 
and protects the surface of the mug from scratches and 
fingerprints. The lid was made of BPA-free plastic and is th-
erefore harmless to health. The screw cap and the silicone 
seal on the lid ensure that the thermo mug is leak-proof. 
Thanks to the double-walled design and the high-quali-
ty copper vacuum insulation, the mug keeps drinks hot 
for 5 hours. It can be easily and thoroughly cleaned in the 
dishwasher. 
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Vivero 2.0 
Now made from recycled stainless steel

Veredelungsbeipiel mit Tampondruck

black 52595-BKsilver 52595-SRS white 52595-WE

Thermo mug

52595
RETUMBLER-VIVERO STEEL 

Material
plastic, silicone, recycled stain-

less steel
Measurements 148 x 88 x 88 mm

Weight 237 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 33 x 80 mm

Handling category B

Recycled Stainless Steel

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

The mug – made of recycled stainless steel – is available 
in three versions: black or white powder coating or silver 
mirror finish. The powder coating gives the thermo mug 
a modern, matt look and good scratch resistance. The 
special mirror finish through high gloss polishing forges 
an absolutely striking look of the mug. The lid is made of 
BPA-free plastic and is available in either black or white.  
The double-walled design and the copper vacuum in-
sulation ensure the excellent insulation performance 
of the mug. The leak-proof mug keeps drinks warm 
for 6 hours. Tip: All three variants are dishwasher safe.  



myVivero
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schwarz weiß

myVivero: the concept on stock
Choose a mug colour:Choose a lid colour:

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myVivero

A cool design really 
can be this hot
• Capacity: 350 ml 
• 24 colour combinations
• Double wall
• Large printable lid
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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Configuration examples

gift box optional 

Leak-proof

Dishwasher safe

Double wall

BPA free

Thermo mug

52570
RETUMBLER-myVIVERO 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 146 x 86 x 67 mm

Weight 242 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 33 x 80 mm

Handling category B

Customisation example with pad printing an UV Print

Our innovative in-house development redefines the 
principle of the reusable mug for advertising messages. 
The 350 ml mug consists of three components: The inner 
mug is made of high-class stainless steel, which can be 
matched with a white or black lid featuring a uniquely lar-
ge print area. To round off the concept, there is a choice 
of twelve outer mug colours - ten transparent and two 
opaque mug colours.
The outer mug can be used as an additional drinking 
mug if required. The transparent outer mugs are another 
highlight of the myVivero, as the inner mug seems to float 
inside. Advertising on the outer mug gives it a new visual 
dimension.
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myMezzo: the concept on stock
Choose a mug colour:The mug:

Drinking mug RETUMBLER-myMezzo

Single-walled mug, 
stylish experience
• Capacity: 450 ml 
• 18 colour combinations
• Recycled stainless steel
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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Configuration examples

Drinking Mug

Add a splash of colour: The mug is available with or wi-
thout a silicone sleeve. You can select from an array of sili-
cone colours to tailor the mug to your design preferences. 
Without the silicone sleeve, the mug can be stacked, en-
suring space-efficient storage. The transparent lid is made 
from BPA-free plastic and incorporates an opening for a 
straw. A note: All components of this product are dishwas-
her-safe.

Material
recycled stainless steel, 

recycled AS plastic
Measurements 132 x 84 x 63 mm

Weight 98 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 50 mm

Handling category B

Recycled Stainless Steel

Anti-fingerprint

Dishwasher safe

52727
RETUMBLER-MEZZO 

drinking mug.

LAS 17

Drinking Mug

52727 RETUMBLER- 
myMEZZO PREMIUM

Without the silicone sleeve, the 
mug can be stacked

BPA-free
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Choose a mug colour: Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

white powder coating black powder coating anti-fingerprint coating

myBayamo: the concept on stock

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myBayamo

Innovative. Individual. 
Unique.
• 3 thermo mug sizes 230 ml, 320 ml, 440 ml
• 3069 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or
     anti-fingerprint coating
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
• BPA free
• Leak-proof
• Dishwasher safe
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Configuration examples
Thermo mug

52525 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 138 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 196 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 25 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52527 RETUMBLER-BAYAMO 
MEZZO PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 163 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 225 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 50 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52526 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
GRANDE  PREMIUM 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 188 x 90 x 63 mm

Weight 256 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 55 mm

Handling category C

gift box optional 
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Choose a mug colour:

myKingston: the concept on stock

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

grey powder 
coating

anti-fingerprint
coating

Choose a sleeve colour:

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myKingston

Your perfect 
brand ambassador
• Capacity: 335 ml
• 68 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or anti-fingerprint coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

* see legend
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Thermo mug

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 176 x 71 x 87 mm

Weight 297 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 40 mm

Handling category B

52560
RETUMBLER-myKINGSTON 

BPA free

Dishwasher safe

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Micro powder coating

Micro powder coating

360° lid

Customisation example with pad printing

Configuration examples

gift box optional 

The double-walled thermo mug with copper vacuum 
insulation is available in powder coated white, black, 
light grey or stainless steel anti-finger print. There are 18 
different silicone colours to choose from. The thermo mug 
keeps drinks warm for up to 6h and cold for up to 24h.
Usable from all sides! Exclusive to REFLECTS is the 360- 
degree drink closure that can be used single-handedly. 
By simply pressing on the lid, the drinking mechanism is 
unlocked and closed in the same leak-proof way.
The removable anti-slide base of the BPA-free mug 
protects surfaces from possible scratches and gives the 
mug a secure and stable hold. The lid can be removed for 
cleaning. All components are dishwasher safe.
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Choose a bottle colour:

myNizza: the concept on stock
Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

Drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myToulon Glass

Glass clearly designed
• Capacity 650 ml
• 1296 colour combinations
• Heat resistant glass
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

white blackclear cyan
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Trinkflasche

Material
Glas, Silikon, recycelter Edel-

stahl, recyceltes Polypropylen
Maße 260 x 69 x 69 mm

Gewicht 332 g

Verpackung Eco-Box

Werbung 35 x 145 mm

Handlingskategorie C

52657
RETUMBLER-TOULON GLASS 

Configuration examples

52657-BK52657-CR

52657-BK-RBE-SBE

52657-WE 52657-CN

52657  RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + SLEEVE 

52657 RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + RING

52657  RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON GLASS + PREMIUM

Heat resistant glass

BPA free

eco-box included

Leak-proof

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Customisation example with pad printing

RETUMBLER- myTOULON-GLASS is an evolution of the 
popular RETUMBLER-myToulon drinking bottle – now 
crafted from new materials. This 650 ml bottle is made 
from borosilicate glass, recycled stainless steel, and 
recycled polypropylene plastic. A standout feature of 
the high-quality, heat-resistant borosilicate glass is its 
handcrafted, mouth-blown craftsmanship. With its 
matte, translucent finish (resembling frosted glass), the 
bottle is truly a sight to behold (available for colour mo-
dels only). This leak-proof drinking bottle is suitable for 
both hot and cold beverages.
The configurable myToulon-Glass bottle can be paired 
with a silicone ring and sleeve, with a choice of 17 dif-
ferent silicone colours. 
Care tips: The clear bottle can safely be washed in a 
dishwasher, the painted models should be hand-was-
hed.
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Choose a bottle colour:

black
anti-fingerprint

coating

white
anti-fingerprint

coating

grey
anti-fingerprint

coating

light green
anti-fingerprint

coating

red
anti-fingerprint

coating

Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

myToulon: the concept on stock

Single-walled drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myToulon

Add a flash of colour! 
• Capacity: 700 ml
• 1620 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Single-walled drinking bottle
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne
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Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 260 x 70 x 43 mm

Weight 185 g

Packaging polybag

Branding 35 x 120 mm

Handling category B

52521
RETUMBLER-myTOULON 

PREMIUM

52521 RETUMBLER-
myTOULON + RING 

52521 RETUMBLER- 
myTOULON + SLEEVE 

BPA free

Leak-proof

Configuration examples

gift box optional 

Drinking bottle

52521
RETUMBLER-TOULON 

Dishwasher safe

Suitable for carbonated drinks

52521-BK52521-WE 52521-DGY 52521-RD 52521-LGN
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myNizza: the concept on stock
Choose a thermo drinking bottle colour and bottle size:

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

anti-fingerprint
coating

Choose a ring and sleeve colour (Sleeve only for 52457 (500 ml):

Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myNizza

Nizza? Nice!
• Capacity 500 ml, 750 ml, 1 l
• 1080 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating or 

anti-fingerprint coating
• Double-walled drinking bottle with copper vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne



Nizza (52457)

Nizza XL (52495) Nizza XXL (52531)
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gift box included
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 303 x 80 x 42,5 mm

Weight 428 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 135 mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52495
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XL 

+ RING

Material stainless steel, plastic
Measurements 265 x 70 x 43 mm

Weight 306 g

Packaging gift box

Branding  mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking bottle

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 

PREMIUM

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA

 + RING

52457 
RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 

+ SLEEVE

Thermo Drinking Bottle
Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 335 x 86,5 x 45 mm

Weight 487 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 160 mm

Handling category C

52531
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XXL 

+ RING

Thermo Drinking Bottle
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Material Edelstahl, Kunststoff

Maße 265 x 70 x 43 mm

Gewicht 306 g

Verpackung Geschenkverpackung

Werbung 35 x 120  mm

Handlingskategorie C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52457
RETUMBLER-NIZZA 

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 303 x 80 x 42,5 mm

Weight 428 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 135 mm

Handling category C

52495
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XL 

 Capacity: 
52457 - 500 ml/ 52495 - 750 ml
52531 - 1000 ml

Leak-proof

With copper-vacuum insulation

Double wall

Dishwasher safe

Micro powder coating

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 335 x 86,5 x 45 mm

Weight 487 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 160 mm

Handling category C

52531
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XXL 

black 52457-BK white 52457-WE

silver 52457-SR

black 52495-BK white 52495-WE

silver 52495-SR

black 52531-BK

silver 52531-SR

white 52531-WE
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In an ever-changing world where quality and design go hand in hand, 

we are delighted to have the RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo thermal mug and 

500ml and 750ml capacity thermal bottles in our range. Here are the 

reasons why these products are a top choice for our customers:

High-class materials: made of stainless steel, these products not only 

stand for durability and reliability, but also for timeless elegance. Stain-

less steel is rust-free, neutral and offers the perfect protection for your 

drink.

Versatile functionality: Whether you want to keep your coffee hot or 

your water cool during a busy summer day, these products guarantee 

hours of temperature maintenance. Weather you are on the go with the 

thermo mug or take our thermo bottles for extended trips or work days, 

you always have the right product at hand.

Sizes for every need: With the thermo mug and the two thermo bott-

le sizes of 500 ml and 750 ml, we cover a wide range of customer needs. 

Whether you need just a small sip or a larger quantity for the whole day, 

we have the right product for you.

Stylish design: The noble design in stainless steel look makes every 

product in this series an eye-catcher. They are not only functional, but 

also fashionable accessories that fit any lifestyle.
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black
white

on request

myDrinqeo: the concept on stock

Thermo mug RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo

The elegant thermo mug
• Capacity: 350 ml
• 289 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a soft bottom colour:
Choose a lid colour: Choose a ring colour:Mug colour:

anti-fingerprint coating
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Configuration examples

Customisation example with laserengraving or pad printing

Thermo mug

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 176 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 295 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 135 mm

Handling category C

52573
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 

Double wall with copper-vacuum insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

It‘s the timeless and classic design that distinguishes the 
RETUMBLER-myDRINQEO thermo mug from others. The 
stainless steel mug with anti-fingerprint finish features a 
practical 360° lid and can be customised with a coloured 
ring. In addition, the soft base can be chosen from 17 diffe-
rent colours. All configurable components of the Drinqeo 
family are available from stock in Cologne.
The completely BPA-free mug is double-walled with vacu-
um copper insulation and has a capacity of 350 ml. Due to 
a small technical feature integrated into the lid, the ther-
mo mug has a very good insulation performance: it keeps 
warm for eight hours and cold for 24 hours. The 360° lid 
can be opened/closed with one hand and allows comfor-
table drinking without a fixed drinking opening. The soft 
base ensures a secure stand on all surfaces.

gift box included
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Choose a lid inlay colour: Choose a soft bottom colour:

Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-myDrinqeo

The elegant 
thermo drinking bottle
• Capacity: 500ml, 770 ml
• 272 colour combinations
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

myDrinqeo: the concept from on stock
Choose a thermo drinking bottle bottle size:

anti-fingerprint coating
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Configuration examples

Double wall with copper-vacuum
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

Anti-fingerprint

gift box included

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 290 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 391 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 210 mm

Handling category C

52571
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 770 

Customisation example with laser engraving or pad print

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 222,5 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 310 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 140 mm

Handling category C

Thermo Drinking Bottle

52572
RETUMBLER-DRINQEO 500 
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The thermo mugs and thermo drinking bottles from RETUMBLER-.

mySteelOne are not only aesthetically pleasing, but also technologically 

advanced and it is for these very reasons that we have included them in 

our range. Here are some of the most important reasons:

High-class technology: vacuum copper insulation guarantees 

excellent temperature maintenance - 9 hours for hot drinks and an im-

pressive 32 hours for cold drinks. This ensures that your drink always stays 

at the desired temperature.

User-friendliness: The 360° lid is not only a clever design element, but 

also extremely practical. It allows the user to drink from any angle and the 

deep seal optimises the insulating performance.

Functionality & safety: An anti-slip soft bottom ensures that the mug 

stands stable, even on slippery surfaces. This minimises the risk of spills 

and accidents.

Versatility: The thermal drinking bottle is also suitable for carbonated 

drinks, which makes it an ideal companion for a variety of drinks.

Durability & easy care: The high-class powder coating not only gives 

the cup and bottle a classy finish,  but also provides additional protection. 

And since both items are are dishwasher safe, cleaning them is child‘s 

play.
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Thermo mug RETUMBLER-mySteelOne

Literally more in 
it for you 
• Capacity: 400 ml
• 867 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating
• 360º lid
• Anti-slide base
• Double-walled with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

mySteelOne: the concept on stock Choose a soft bottom colour:

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

silver powder 
coating

black
white

on request

Choose a mug colour: Choose a lid colour: Choose a ring colour:
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400 ml 

52566-MWE-RCN-BCN52566-MBK-RLGN-BLGN 52566-MSR-RMT-BMT

4141

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

Configuration examples

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 202 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 365 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 165 mm

Handling category C

Thermo mug

52566
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

The RETUMBLER-mySteelOne thermo mug is the first mug 
to match the RETUMBLER-mySteelOne thermo drinking 
bottle. Like the thermo drinking bottle, the double-walled 
mug with vacuum copper insulation is a REFLECTS design. 
Special features are its large filling capacity of 400 ml and 
its unique 360° drinking lid.
The mug is available powder-coated in white, black or silver.  
The 360 degree lid with engravable stainless steel surfa-
ce can be opened and closed by simply pressing on the 
surface. There is no defined drinking opening. This enables 
the user to enjoy the entire surface of the lid for drinking.
A small technical feature is that the seal of the lid is posi-
tioned deeper inside the mug, thus further increasing the 
insulating performance. The mug keeps warm for up to 9 
hours and cold for 32 hours.

Customisation example with pad print
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Thermo drinking bottle RETUMBLER-mySteelOne

Design bottle with 
strong ginner values
• Capacity: 750 ml
• 816 colour combinations
• High-class powder coating
• Double-walled drinking bottle with copper-vacuum insulation
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a thermo drinking bottle colour: Choose a lid inlay colour: Choose a soft bottom colour:
mySteelOne: the concept on stock

white powder 
coating

black powder 
coating

silver powder 
coating
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Configuration examples

Customisation example with pad print

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

Micro powder coating or Anti-fingerprint

gift box included

52562
RETUMBLER-STEELONE         

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 293,5 x 88,72 x 77,5 mm

Weight 477 g
Packaging gift box
Branding 35 x 200 mm

Handling category C

A real eye-catcher: the double-walled thermo drinking 
bottle with vacuum insulation can be combined with a 
coloured TPR base and a lid accent made of silicone. Many 
different colours are available for selection right from 
Cologne. The bottle, designed by REFLECTS itself, is avai-
lable in three different colours (black, white, silver) with a 
high-quality powder coating.
The dishwasher-safe thermo drinking bottle has a filling 
volume of 750 ml and can also be used for carbonated 
drinks. 
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orange 52566-OE

Pre-assembled on stock

Customisation example with UV Print

Thermo mug

Material stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 202 x 84 x 84 mm

Weight 395 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 165 mm

Handling category C

52566
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
Insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

dark blue 52566-DBElight green 52566-LGNblack 52566-BK white 52566-WE

The double-walled thermo mug with copper vacuum 
insulation is available in three different glossy varnish 
colours and two powder coatings. As an attractive, high-
class thermo mug, it matches the SteelOne thermo bottle. 
Both products are a protected REFLECTS own design.
The 360° lid allows comfortable drinking without a fixed 
drinking opening. The cup can be opened and closed by 
light pressure on the stainless steel surface of the lid.
The BPA-free thermo mug has a filling volume of 400 ml 
and keeps drinks warm for up to 9 hours thanks to the 
deep seal between the lid and the mug. Cleaning in the 
dishwasher is possible with the varnished mug, but we 
recommend cleaning by hand. The rubberised interchan-
geable base and the silicone ring on the lid are in the same 
colour as the bottle.
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52562
RETUMBLER-STEELONE 

Double wall with copper-vacuum 
Insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Changeable rubber bottom

360° lid

Thermo Drinking Bottle

Material stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 293,5 x 88,72 x 77,5 mm

Weight 477 g
Packaging gift box
Branding 35 x 200 mm

Handling category C

black 52562-BK white 52562-WE

Customisation example with UV Print

orange 52562-OE light green 52562-LGN dark blue 52562-DBE

Pre-assembled on stock

The double-walled thermo drinking bottle with copper 
vacuum insulation is available in five different colours.
The BPA-free thermo drinking bottle with 750 ml filling 
volume is also suitable for carbonated drinks. The 
varnished bottle can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend cleaning by hand.
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Drinking bottle

The RETUMBLER-AUPRY is a practical, leak-proof drinking 
bottle offering outstanding value for money.The bottle 
is crafted from recycled PET plastic and the inner side of 
the lid is made from recycled polypropylene plastic. Both 
materials are BPA-free, ensuring they are safe for health. 
The exterior of the lid is fashioned from stainless steel.  
 
Due to ist carry loop, this drinking bottle can be ea-
sily transported, making it ideal for on-the-go. 
Please note that this bottle is designed for cold be-
verages below 40 degrees Celsius. As such, we re-
commend hand washing the RETUMBLER-AUPRY.  
 

Material
Stainless steel, recycled polypro-

pylene, recycled PET plastic
Measurements 210,5 x 66 x 66 mm

Weight 76,22 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 32 x 155 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

Loop

52611
RETUMBLER-AUPRY 

red 52611-RDgreen 52611-GNgrey 52611-GY clear 52611-CR dark blue 52611-DBE

Recycled PET plastic
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Drinking bottle

The 500 ml RETUMBLER-Kalahari Tritan drink bottle pre-
sents a stylish, lightweight, and practical everyday acces-
sory. With its silicone carry loop, the bottle is conveniently 
portable, making it an ideal companion for on-the-go and 
outdoor activities. The bottle is leak-proof, making it well-sui-
ted for carbonated beverages. The lid is crafted from stain-
less steel and BPA-free plastic, ensuring it‘s safe for health 
concerns. All components of the item are dishwasher safe.  
 

Material Stainless steel, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 231,5 x 61,5 x 61,5 mm

Weight 101,5 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 25 x 120 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

BPA free

Dishwasher safe

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Loop

52627
RETUMBLER-KALAHARI 

clear 52627-CR dark blue 52627-DBEdark grey 52627-DGY
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Drinking bottle

The high-quality Tritan water bottle is a trusty compani-
on for sports and outdoor activities. With its ample capa-
city of 700ml, it‘s ready to quench any size of thirst. The 
BPA-free lid with a silicone seal and a reliable screw cap 
make the bottle leak-proof, making it ideal for storing 
carbonated drinks. The convenient carrying loop allows 
for easy and comfortable transport. Pro tip: You can toss 
RETUMBLER-Dunaflow into the dishwasher without a 
worry. 

Material plastic, silicone, Tritan

Measurements 250 x 70,1 x 70,1 mm

Weight 125,43 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 185 mm

Handling category B

Leak-proof

Loop

BPA free

Suitable for carbonated drinks

Dishwasher safe

52626
RETUMBLER-DUNAFLOW 
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Thermo Drinking Bottle

This sports bottle, crafted from recycled stainless steel, 
stands out for its appealing design, generous capaci-
ty, and impressive insulation performance. The premi-
um bottle is available in a sophisticated black or white 
powder coating. Liquids remain warm for up to 6 hours 
or 41 hours cold. Owing to the meticulous design in-
corporating a silicone seal and twist cap, the bottle 
is leak-proof and suitable even for carbonated drinks. 
The lid is made from BPA-free plastic, ensuring it‘s safe for 
health concerns. The convenient carry loop allows for ef-
fortless portability. Its wide opening makes for easy filling, 
even accommodating ice cubes. Tip: Feel free to place the 
bottle in the dishwasher for thorough cleaning.

Material
plastic, silicone, 

recycled stainless steel
Measurements 260 x 82 x 82 mm

Weight 335,39 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 37 x 185 mm

Handling category C

Recycled stainless steel

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

Double wall with copper-vacuum insula-
tion

Suitable for carbonated drinks

52624
RETUMBLER-ARCTICDROP 

eco-box included
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myConvertics: The concept on stock

6-in-1 cable set REEVES-myConvertics

Keeping you connected
• 36 colour combinations
• 6-in-1 adapter cable
• Charging and data cable
• Large and visible advertising space
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a ring colour:Choose a case colour:

charging cables.

white black
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Configuration examples

6-in-1 Charging Cable

Material plastic

Measurements 95 x 80 x 14 mm

Weight 77 g

Packaging gift box

Branding Ø 64,5 mm

Handling category C

52575
REEVES-myCONVERTICS 

Fast Charge up to 60 Watt

Cable length: 48 cm

Recycled TPE Plasticr

Micro USB

Including USB-C to USB-C Cable

8-Pin for Apple

Different connections and different cables are no longer 
a worry with REEVES-myConvertics. REEVES-myConvertics 
includes a USB-C to USB-C charging cable with a length 
of 48 cm, along with adapters for Micro-USB, Apple® 8 Pin 
and USB-A. Depending on the end device and adapter, 
the USB-C cable is suitable for up to 60 watts Fast Charge. 
In addition, the cable not only supplies the device to be 
recharged, but can also be used to transfer data.
All components are stored in a handy housing made of 
recycled ABS plastic, which is opened by a rotatable clo-
sure and remains firmly closed by a magnetic closure even 
when shaken. A sturdy carabiner makes it easy to attach to 
a backpack or similar

charging cables.

eco-box included
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Bamboo meets technology: 
The ideal companion for mobile charging. 

gift box included

eco-box included

charging cables.

6-in-1 Charging Cable

The evolution of the popular myConvertics cable set is 
now available with a bamboo case. The REEVES-Con-
vertics Bamboo always provides the right adapters for 
charging various devices.. The cable set fits into any po-
cket due to its compact size. It’s an ideal companion for 
when you‘re on the go. Similar to its predecessor, the lid 
securely closes with two magnets and can be comfortably 
opened and closed by turning it sideways. The cable set 
includes a 49cm long USB-C to USB-C charging cable, 
along with adapters for Apple® 8 Pin, USB-A, and Micro-
USB. The cable is also suitable for data transfer not only for 
power supply. Depending on the power source and ad-
apter, the cable enables fast charging of up to 60 watts. 
The REEVES-Convertics Bamboo features a soft textile loop 
in black for a comfortable grip or for easy attachment to 
bags.

Material
silicone, bamboo, 

recycled TPE plastic
Measurements 80 x 80 x 16 mm

Weight 67 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding Ø 64,5 mm

Handling category C

Fast Charge up to 60 Watt

Cable length: 49 cm

Charge and Data Cable

Recycled TPE plastic

Micro USB

8-Pin for Apple

52675
REEVES-CONVERTICS BAMBOO 

Customisation example with laser engraving
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black 53002-BK silver 53002-SR

Box inklusive

Rechargeable Table Lamp

53002
REEVES-AMLINO 

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 263 x 120 x 120 mm

Weight 338 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 90 Ø mm

Handling category C

Lumens: 200

Protection class ip54

Just touch to turn on

Charging indicator

Including usb cable

LED colour: white

desktop lamp.
Customisation example with pad printing an UV Print

gift box included

Touch button 3 brightness levels
Luminous period: up to

   75 hours

Splashproof: IP54Rechargeable and indicator light 
USB-C in

No matter whether indoors or outdoors - the LED desk-
top lamp in silver/white or black/white is a beautiful eye-
catcher and easily creates a cosy ambience. The portable 
lamp with dimensions of about 12 x 26.3 cm (DM x H) is 
made of aluminium and plastic and has a fixed LED bulb in 
warm white with 200 lumens. It has a runtime of up to 75 
hours at highest dimming. The lamp is switched on and off 
via touch point on the stand and can be dimmed in three 
ways (100%, 50%, 10%). The battery recharges via USB-C 
connection and the supplied cable, the charging indicator 
shows the remaining charging status. Missed out in the 
rain? Don‘t worry, the indoor and outdoor lamp has IP54 
splash water protection. The desktop lamp is supplied in a 
high-class gift box in tube form.
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Desktop Organizer with wireless charger

This versatile bamboo device serves both as a wireless 
charger and a desktop organizer. As a wireless charger, the 
product is perfectly designed for rapid charging with an 
output of up to 15 Watts. As a desktop organizer, the REE-
VES-Bamboocharge offers space for small office accesso-
ries. The center of the organizer can be utilized as a handy 
phone stand. Mobile devices can be placed vertically or ho-
rizontally. The back of the item is padded with black foam to 
ensure a secure and scratch-free placement on any surface.  
The charger comes with a USB-C port and a USB-A 
to USB-C charging cable is included in the packa-
ge. All standard protective circuits are integrated.  

Material plastic, bamboo

Measurements 172 x 75 x 19 mm

Weight 89 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 150 x 12 mm

Handling category C

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 1

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

USB-C Connector

52608 REEVES- 
BAMBOOCHARGE 15 Watt

eco-box included

wireless chargers.
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3-in-1 Fast Wireless Charger

Compact, lightweight, and powerful – that‘s the REE-
VES-Portanova Wireless Charger. This foldable charger 
provides three charging surfaces, offering outputs of up 
to 15 watts, 3 watts, and 5 watts. Compatible devices 
such as smartphones, Apple® Watches, Apple® AirPods, 
and more can be swiftly and safely charged on this mul-
ticharger. The output power of each charging surface can 
easily be identified by the number printed on the right 
corner. When connected to a power source, a red LED 
light illuminates; during charging, a blue LED light shines. 
The soft silicone material between charging pads allows 
the charger to be effortlessly folded for space-saving 
storage. A magnet ensures it remains securely folded. 

Material plastic, silicone

Measurements 247 x 74,5 x 7,5 mm

Weight 118 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 60 x 60 mm

Handling category C

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Output (wireless): 3 watt

Output (wireless): 5 watt

Coils: 3

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

With overheat protection

52609
REEVES-PORTANOVA 15 Watt

wireless chargers.

eco-box included

Compact, foldable & travel-friendly
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Wireless Charger

The REEVES-Copperwave offers lightning-fast and conve-
nient charging with an output of up to 15 watts. A blue 
LED light illuminates when a device is being charged on 
the pad. This charger impresses with its trendy design, fea-
turing a central white surface surrounded by a transparent 
ring. The middle area provides ample space for promotio-
nal messages.  The wireless charging station comes with a 
USB-A to USB-C cable included. This product incorporates 
all standard protective circuits.

Material plastic

Measurements 93 x 93 x 9 mm

Weight 44 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding Ø 55 mm

Handling category C

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 1

USB-C Connector

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

52617
REEVES-COPPERWAVE 15 Watt

wireless chargers.

eco-box included

The charger that not only charges, but also inspires.
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Magnetic wireless charger 15 watt

This wireless charger offers rapid and easy charging with 
an output power of up to 15 watts. The black, glossy alu-
minium casing, combined with the visible copper char-
ging coil on the front, provides a sleek industrial look. A 
magnetic ring around the charging area ensures secure 
attachment with compatible devices. The compact wire-
less charger comes with an integrated charging cable that 
features a 2-in-1 adapter plug - USB-C and USB-A connec-
tors. The item is delivered in a premium cardboard box. 
This product incorporates all essential protective circuits.

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 56 x 56 x 5,7 mm

Weight 42 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding Ø 51 mm

Handling category C

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 1

Magnetic attachment

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

Including usb cable

52607
REEVES-COPPERNOVA 15 Watt

wireless chargers.

eco-box included

Power meets industrial look: 
The 15W Wireless Charger
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6060 wireless chargers.

Finishing example with  
translucent UV print on 
the back 

Wireless Charger

52602
REEVES-GINGCAST 15 Watt

Material acrylic

Measurements 108 x 92 x 16 mm

Weight 166 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 92 x 108 mm

Handling category C

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 1

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

USB-C Connector

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

REEVES-GINGCAST is a high quality wireless charger with 
a transparent acrylic case, providing a charging surfa-
ce with an output power of up to 15 watts. This ensures 
fast and convenient charging. The visible copper coil 
is a visual highlight, giving the wireless charger a cool 
industrial techno look. The four anti-slip pads on the 
bottom provide a secure stand - even on glossy surfa-
ces. REEVES-GINGCAST is chargeable via a USB-C port.  
Overheating, overvoltage and short-circuit protections are 
integrated in the REEVES-GINGCAST. A high-quality gift 
box and an 1-meter USB-C to USB-C cable (with a USB-A 
adapter) are included. Customer logo and slogans can be 
applied on the wireless charger via laser engraving CO2, UV 
printing or pad printing. Our tip: A full-surface printing on 
the backside of the charger makes it an eye-catcher.

Customisation example with UV Print
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6161wireless chargers.

 

Versatile charging station: Fast 
and safe charging for up to 
three devices simultaneously

Customisation example with pad print

52590
REEVES-GOLNEY 

3-in-1 Fast Wireless Charger

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 3

Output (wireless): 3 watt

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

Material aluminium, glass

Measurements 208 x 73 x 6 mm

Weight 227 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 202 x 67 mm

Handling category C

This charging station is capable of charging up to three 
inductive devices simultaneously. Two charging zones 
are available, each with up to 15 watts of output pow-
er for mobile phones, wireless headphones or other end 
devices. One of them is equipped with a magnetic ring 
that provides a more secure hold for the end device. Bet-
ween the two charging zones is another charging surfa-
ce with 2.5 watts, which is specially designed for Apple® 
Watch*. The high output power guarantees rapid charging.  
The super-thin case is made of aluminium and tempered 
glass. The black and glossy surface as well as the visible char-
ging coils made of copper give the charger an technical look.

Apple® is a trademark of Apple Inc. Registered in the US and other countries.  
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6262 wireless chargers.

myMatola: The concept on stock

Wireless charger REEVES-myMatola

The smart brand 
ambassador
• 34 colour combinations
• 15 watts output power
• USB-C connection
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a ring colour:Choose a wireless charger colour:

white black
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15W
Wireless
charger

52540-BK-RRD

52540-WE-RDGY

6363wireless chargers.

Wireless Charger

Material plastic

Measurements 98,5 x 98,5 x 10,5 mm

Weight 36,64 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 70 Ø mm

Handling category B

52540
REEVES-myMATOLA 15 Watt

Output (wireless): 15 watt

Coils: 1

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

USB-C Connector

Configuration examples

gift box included
Adjust the look of your myMatola Wireless Charger accor-
ding to your design needs. The charger with a slightly fros-
ted plastic surface is available in both black and white. The 
accompanying soft silicone ring can be selected from 17 
different colors.
Fast charging is possible up to 15 watts of output power 
(depending on the compatibility of the end device).
A 1-meter USB-A to USB-C charging cable is included, as is 
a high-class gift box in the shape of a slipcase. The status 
of the device can be visually checked via a function LED.

Customisation example with pad print
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Powerbank

Introducing the REEVES-PULSEXPRESS 5 Powerbank – ef-
ficient, compact, and dependable. Boasting a 5000 mAh 
capacity for a reliable charge for your devices whenever 
required. The display continuously indicates the precise 
battery percentage, while the side switch provides ef-
fortless operation. Whether it‘s a USB-C or Apple® 8-Pin 
connection, the integrated cable has you covered for all 
mainstream mobile devices. Benefit from its swift, 10 Watt 
output power and smart auto-shutoff after 40 seconds 
of inactivity to conserve energy. All of this is encased in a 
sleek, black housing made from recycled ABS plastic. The 
REEVES-PULSEXPRESS 5 - the quintessential powerbank for 
contemporary business life.

Material recycled ABS plastic

Measurements 105 x 68 x 15 mm

Weight 118,8 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 50 x 60 mm

Handling category C

Recycled ABS plastic

Charging indicator

Including usb cable

Integrated exhaustive discharge and over-
charge protection

With overheat protection

Output: 10 watt

52622 REEVES-PULSEXPRESS 5 
5000 mAh

eco-box included

powerbanks.
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10.000
mAh

6565

Recycled ABS plastic

Powerbank with Fast Charge and 
Power Delivery

Introducing the REEVES-PULSEXPRESS 10 Powerbank – a 
powerhouse tailored for discerning demands. Boasting an 
impressive 10,000 mAh capacity to ensure your devices re-
main ready for action, wherever you might be. The display 
provides precise battery percentage readings, while the 
side switch ensures effortless operation. The integrated 
cables are compatible with both USB-C and Apple® 8-Pin, 
accommodating a variety of mobile devices. The swift, 
20-watt output, coupled with the intelligent auto-shutoff 
after 30 seconds of inactivity, guarantees efficient and 
energy-conserving charging. All of this is encased in a 
sleek black housing made from recycled ABS plastic. The 
REEVES-PULSEXPRESS 10 – the ultimate power source for 
a dynamic audience.

Material recycled ABS plastic

Measurements 141 x 68 x 17 mm

Weight 236,37 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 50 x 83 mm

Handling category C

Charging indicator

Fast Charge

Power Delivery

USB-C Connector

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

52623 REEVES- 
PULSEXPRESS 10 10000 mAh

eco-box included

powerbanks.
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LED Torch REEVES-myFlash 300

Lighting that inspires
• 18 colour combinations
• 300 lumens &  max. 132 m metres
• Rechargeable
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a sleeve colour:

myFlash 300: The concept on stock
The torch

torches.
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Artikel                   Brightness 
                  level

                Maximum 
                brightness

                Strength of 
              the light beam                   Range                     Luminescen-

                    ce time
                   Impact                       
                  resistance

                 Spray water  
                 protected

                 Recharge-
                 able

Flash300
53008

High, Medium, Low
Strobe, SOS

High: 4400 cd
Medium: 2200 cd

Low: 880 cd

High: 448 lumens
Medium: 257 lumens

Low: 129 lumens

High: 132 m
Medium: 93 m

Low: 59 m

High: 0h 55min
Medium: 1h 15min

Low: 2h 45min
1m IPX4

Configuration examples

eco-box included

High Medium

Low

Torch

Torch

The rechargeable REEVES-myFlash 300 torch is a more compact version of the powerful REEVES-
myFlash 700. Crafted from recycled aluminium, this torch is a REFLECTS® own design for the 
REEVES® brand. It sports a dark grey anodised finish and can be paired with a grip sleeve. The 
silicone components are available in a wide range of colours from stock in Cologne. For the first 
time, a bamboo sleeve option is available. The torch can be ordered without a grip sleeve, but it 
comes with a wrist strap. 
The dark grey torch can be recharged using a USB-C port located at the top of the lamp. This port 
is discreetly concealed beneath the beam-adjustment feature, ensuring an overall IPX4 splash-re-
sistant rating. A USB-A to USB-C charging cable is provided in the package.  
All crucial safety circuits are built into the torch, inclusive of overvoltage, overheating, and short-
circuit protection.

Material recycled aluminum

Measurements 130 x 36 x 29 mm

Weight 165,8 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 13 mm

Handling category C

Lumens: 300

Recycled aluminum

LED colour: white

Rechargeable

Signal light

Loop

53008
REEVES-myFLASH 300 

53008
REEVES-myFLASH 300 

PREMIUM

torches.
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LED Torch REEVES-myFlash 700

Unique charisma
• 648 colour combinations
• 700 lumens &  max. 376 metres
• Rechargeable
• Osram P8 LED
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a torch colour: Choose a ring and sleeve colour:

aluminium silver aluminium black

myFlash 700: The concept on stock

torches.
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black 53000-BKsilver 53000-SR

High Medium

Low

torches.

100% 50%

30%

Artikel                   Brightness 
                  level

                Maximum 
                brightness

                Strength of 
              the light beam                   Range                     Luminescen-

                    ce time
                   Impact                       
                  resistance

                 Spray water  
                 protected

                 Recharge-
                 able

Flash700
53000 

High, Medium, Low
Strobe, SOS

High: 35400 cd
Medium: 4520 cd

Low: 2370 cd

High: 782 lumens
Medium: 460 lumens

Low: 245 lumens

High: 376 m
Medium: 268 m

Low: 194 m

High: 0h 45min
Medium: 1h 15min

Low: 2h 30min
1m IPX4

High Medium

Low



7070 torches.
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Torch

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 130 x 38 x 29,5 mm

Weight 178 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 45 x 13 mm

Handling category C

53000
REEVES-myFLASH 700 

Configuration examples

torches.

gift box included

53000
REEVES-myFLASH 700 + RING

53000
REEVES-myFLASH 700  

+ SLEEVE

53000
REEVES-myFLASH 700 

PREMIUM
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Rechargeable Multifunction Flashlight

Introducing the REEVES-SUPERSQUARE: The multi-fun-
ctional torch that‘s an essential addition to any kit. Com-
pact, convenient and powerful, it boasts a striking COB 
brightness of 350 lumens. Whether in the workshop or 
on the move, its integrated magnetic mount and fold-
out stand ensure optimal lighting alignment every time. 
For outdoor adventures, a handy carabiner and a bott-
le opener are built right in. Three different light levels 
(30%, 60%, 100%) and an additional flashing or signaling 
light ensure adaptability in any circumstance. Crafted 
from premium aluminium and sturdy plastic, the REE-
VES-SUPERSQUARE epitomizes durability and quality. 

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 70 x 45 x 20 mm

Weight 41 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 38 x 10 mm

Handling category C

Lumens: 350

Rechargeable

Magnetic attachment

Carabiner

Stand

Bottle opener

53007
REEVES-SUPERSQUARE 

eco-box included

torches.

Magnetic mount

Bottle opener and handy carabiner Tripod thread

Fold-out stand
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7373

Light at the touch of a button: 
the powerful, rechargeable 
headlamp for every situation

Clip

Head Lamp

53006
REEVES-CLERDON 

Material aluminium, plastic, nylon

Measurements 55 x 45 x 40 mm

Weight 69 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 20 x 15 mm

Handling category C

REEVES-CLERDON is a wonderful versatile headlamp with 
280 lumens. It features a particularly bright light and a vari-
ety of functions. There are two light colours available: white 
and red. The white light can be dimmed to 100%, 50% and 
flashing, while the red light can be set to continuous and 
flashing light. The lamp has a removable light diffuser. The 
running time of the lamp is up to 16 hours. The soft, elastic 
and adjustable headband ensures comfortable wearing.  
By twisting it gently, the lamp can be separated from the 
strap and then used separately. It can be held on magnetic 
surfaces with a built-in magnet or hung on the carabiner. 
With an integrated clip on the plastic flap, the lamp can 
also be attached to other materials, e.g. clothing. 

Magnetic holder + rechargeableLength adjustable strap With integrated  red LED

head lamp.

Rechargeable

Including USB Cable

LED colour: red

LED colour: white

Magnetic attachment
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Precision in pocket size: 
Handy, powerful 
thermometer

Thermometer

52576
REEVES-BELLERIAL 

Material plastic

Measurements 57 x 11,1 x 32,6 mm

Weight 19,17 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 55 x 4 mm

Handling category C

Temperature Range: -20  - + 50°C

Battery included

The room thermometer helps you to constantly measure 
the temperature of your indoor areas. You will always have 
the current room temperature in view with this device 
and so you can control your own energy consumption. 
The battery-operated thermometer has a measuring ran-
ge between -20 and 50°C with an accuracy of +/- 1°C. The 
small thermometer is particularly handy and takes up very 
little space; however it has a large numerical display, ma-
king it easy to read. Logos and slogans can be printed on 
the edge of the plastic surface.

thermometer.
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Weather station

This battery-operated weather station serves both as an 
indoor thermometer and hygrometer. The thermometer 
measures temperatures ranging from 0°C to 50°C, while 
the hygrometer gauges humidity levels from 20-95% RH. 
On its easily readable display, the recorded temperature 
and humidity are complemented with a smiley face. 
Should the humidity fall below 40% (too dry) or rise abo-
ve 70% (too moist), the display will show a displeased 
expression, otherwise a smiling face appears. The tem-
perature reading can be toggled between Fahrenheit 
and Celsius by pressing the black button on the backside. 
The product offers three mounting options: thanks to its 
fold-out stand, the mini weather station can be placed up-
right. An incorporated hole on the back allows for conve-
nient wall mounting. With the built-in magnet, the room 
thermometer can also be affixed to metal surfaces.

Material plastic

Measurements 58 x 45 x 18 mm

Weight 36 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 42 x 8 mm

Handling category C

Thermometer/ hygrometer

Magnetic attachment

Stand

Wall holder

Battery included

52610
REEVES-CLIMASPARK 

eco-box included

weather station.
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Rechargeable Mini Fan

52588
REEVES-JOLHOLM 

Material plastic

Measurements 112 x 35 x 29 mm

Weight 69 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 28 x 65 mm

Handling category C

3 speed settings

Including usb cable

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

Individually adjustable FoldableIlluminated on and off button

The portable fan is a useful tool on hot summer days. You 
can take the lightweight and foldable fan with you ever-
ywhere - whether on a long hike, city stroll or sports. REE-
VES JOLHOLM can also be folded out and placed on the 
desk. This way, you can also enjoy the fresh breeze while 
working.
Three speed levels are available at the touch of a button. 
Overheating, overvoltage and short-circuit protections are 
integrated. A USB charging cable is included in the packa-
ging. 

Compact fan: Fits in every handbag!

fans.
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Rechargeable Fan with Light

This fan stands out due to its flexibility and ease of use 
since it doesn‘t need to be constantly plugged into a po-
wer source. Standing at 22 cm tall, the table fan can be 
recharged via a USB-C port. A suitable USB Type-C to USB 
Type-A cable is included in the package. On its lowest in-
tensity setting, the fan can run for approximately 4 hours. 
 
The round base is equipped with rubberized non-slip feet, 
ensuring a stable stance. Additionally, the sturdy base in-
corporates a two-stage dimmable LED light. The functional 
buttons for the fan and light are clearly positioned on the 
base. The device also features an LED battery level indica-
tor (blue) and serves as a control light when charging (red).

Material plastic

Measurements 140 x 120 x 220 mm

Weight 282,3 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding Ø 31 mm

Handling category C

4 speed levels

LED colour: white

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

USB-C Connector

52630
REEVES-DESKSTREAM 

eco-box included

fans.
Customisation example with pad print

The functional buttons for the fan and light
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Electric arc lighter

Electric arc lighters operate using the impressive arc tech-
nology. The REEVES-Arcfire arc lighter boasts a blue glowing 
charge indicator, a blue operation light, and an automatic 
safety shut-off after 10 seconds. As an added safety mea-
sure, one must first shift the power switch to the “On” po-
sition, then press the ignition button to activate the arc. 
The flexible neck aids the lighting of candles and fi-
reworks. The silicone loop allows for convenient hanging, 
i.e. for safe storage out of children‘s reach. The item can 
be recharged using the provided USB-A to USB-C cable. 
Built into the product are features such as surge protec-
tion, short-circuit protection, and overheating protection. 

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 318 x 16 x 15 mm

Weight 62 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 140 x 8 mm

Handling category C

Charging indicator

Loop

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

USB-C Connector

With overheat protection

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

52613
REEVES-ARCFIRE 

Electric arc lighter

This arc lighter features a blue illuminated charge indica-
tor and a blue light when in operation. Moreover, the item 
boasts an additional safety function: the user must first slide 
the power switch to the „On“ position and then press the ig-
nition button. An automatic safety shut-off of the arc occurs 
after 10 seconds. The lighter incorporates overvoltage pro-
tection, short-circuit protection, and overheat protection. 
 
The integrated battery can be charged via the included 
USB-A to USB-C cable. With a loop strap, the lighter can be 
hanged up, keeping it out of the reach of children.

Material aluminium, plastic

Measurements 190 x 17 x 12 mm

Weight 0 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 110 x 8 mm

Handling category C

Charging indicator

USB-C Connector

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

With overheat protection

Battery (rechargeable): included

52614
REEVES-ENARA 

arc lighters.

eco-box included
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Massage Gun

With its 4 interchangeable massage heads and 4 intensi-
ty levels, it meets individual needs perfectly. The device 
is operated via a single-button control, making it easy 
to adjust the intensity. After 15 minutes, the massage 
gun automatically turns off. This product features built-
in over-voltage, short-circuit, and overheat protection. 
The massager can be recharged using the provided 
USB-A to USB-C cable. During the charging process, a 
red light illuminates, switching to green once fully char-
ged. A full charge allows for up to 5 hours of operation. 
The massage gun cannot be used while charging. The 
massage gun, interchangeable heads, and charging cable 
are housed in a sturdy black soft case.

Material plastic

Measurements 135 x 80 x 40 mm

Weight 433 g

Packaging gift box

Branding Ø 35 mm

Handling category C

4 massage heads

4 speed levels

In a robust case

USB-C Connector

Including USB-A to USB-C Cable

Integrated overvoltage and short circuit 
protection

52612
REEVES-ACUREL 

massage gun.

eco-box included
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8080

myFernley: The concept on stock

Bluetooth®-speaker REEVES-myFernley

Bluetooth® speaker  
with CI concept
• 34 colour combinations
• High-class speaker with Bluetooth® technology
• Integrated FM radio, including automatic search function
• Available of one pieces from stock Cologne

Choose a sleeve colour:

white black

speaker.

Choose a speaker grill colour:
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52550-BK-PBK-SCN 52550-BK-PWE-SDGY

8181

Configuration examples

gift box included

speaker.

Bluetooth®-speaker

52550
REEVES-myFERNLEY 

Output: 3 watt

Bluetooth® technology

Hands-free function

Cards: Micro-SD / TF

Radio AM/FM

Including USB cable

Battery (rechargeable): included

Material plastic, metal

Measurements 61 x 61 x 50 mm

Weight 195 g

Packaging gift box

Branding Ø 50 mm

Handling category B

The speaker can be easily paired with your smartphone via 
Bluetooth® (Bluetooth 4.2). The versatile speaker with me-
tal housing also features a convincing sound quality. De-
pending on the volume setting, the speaker has a playing 
time of approx. 3 hours. The charging time is approx. 2 h. 
The speaker is equipped with an integrated FM radio with 
automatic station search, a TF and Micro SD card slot and 
a hands-free system. The scope of delivery includes an aux 
and charging cable, as well as a single packaging. 
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Double-walled lunch pot: 
For refreshing cold and 
comforting hot food!

lunchboxes.

52582
RE98-DAFFIELD 

Thermo Lunchpot

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 192 x 100 x 100 mm

Weight 531 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 68 Ø mm

Handling category C

Double wall with copper-vacuum  
 insulation

Dishwasher safe

Leak-proof

BPA free

Capacity: 800 ml

Our double-walled lunch pot with copper vacuum insula-
tion keeps food warm for up to 11 hours and cold for up to 
24 hours. The leak-proof thermo container made of high-
class stainless steel holds 800 ml of liquid or solid food. 
Whether for keeping soup, pasta, vegetable and rice dis-
hes warm or for cooling yoghurt, potato salad or ice cream, 
the thermo container is the ideal companion for on the go.  
To open the black powder-coated thermo lunch pot, just 
unscrew the double-walled stainless steel lid. You can use 
this lid as a serving bowl. This is an extremely comfortable 
additional gimmick, as the lid is double-walled and pro-
tects the user from injuries caused by heat.  The capacity 
of the bowl amounts to 150 ml. Next, remove the main lid 
of the container. It is made of BPA-free plastic and contains 
a foldable stainless steel spoon in an extra compartment.  

Noble laser engraving

Useful compartment
for the cutlery

Customisation example with pad printing
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8585lunchboxes.

Powder-coated stainless steel lunch box 
RE98-LUNCHBREAK is an ideal companion for anyone 
who regularly brings lunch to work, plans a picnic or 
prepares food for the road. The 1200 ml lunch box is le-
ak-resistant with a silicone seal under the lid. Two closu-
re clips keep the lid securely in place while also making 
it easy to open. The black, powder-coated surface com-
pletes the discreet look. Our metal lunch box is an en-
vironmentally friendly alternative to plastic lunch boxes.  
As with other REFLECTS® products, RE98-LUNCHBREAK of-
fers several advertising options. 

Lunchbreak: gourmet pleasure, 
packaged in trendy black!

Leak-resistant

Micro powder coating

Capacity: 1200 ml

BPA free

Lunchbox

52591
RE98-LUNCHBREAK 

Material Stainless steel, silicone

Measurements 210,5 x 131,3 x 66 mm

Weight 385 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 150 x 70 mm

Handling category B

Customisation example with pad printing
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Lunchbox

A trendy fusion of bamboo and glass, the RE98- FRESHFU-
SION combines a stylish appearance with superior quality.  
The 1000 ml lunchbox is crafted from heat-resistant bo-
rosilicate glass, withstanding temperatures of up to 400 
degrees Celsius. This makes it perfectly suited for oven or 
microwave use (excluding the bamboo lid). The transpa-
rent, BPA-free silicone seal on the lid‘s inside edge ensures 
a leak-proof closure. You can safely place the glass food 
container in the dishwasher. We offer various branding op-
portunities for the RE98-FRESHFUSION lunchbox. 

Material glass, bamboo

Measurements 224 x 167 x 75 mm

Weight 491,3 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 157 x 214 mm

Handling category C

Heat resistant glass

Leak-resistant

Dishwasher safe

52616
RE98-FRESHFUSION 

Picnic chic: the glass lunch box with bamboo lid

eco-box included

lunchboxes.

Capacity: 1000 ml
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Lunch box with bamboo lid: simple, elegant, efficient
Lunchbox

The RE98-BAMBUGUSTO lunchbox has a generous ca-
pacity of 1500 ml. It‘s equally perfect for storing fruits, 
salads, and other snacks on the go. The included cutlery 
set comprises a fork, spoon, and knife. Both the lunchbox 
and all cutlery pieces are crafted from BPA-free plastic.  
Fitted with a silicone seal and a nylon strap with buckle, 
the RE98-BAMBUGUSTO is leak- proof. The bamboo lid 
and recycled PP-plastic buckle add a touch of contempo-
rary flair to the item. Tip: The lunchbox is dishwasher-safe, 
excluding the bamboo lid.

Material plastic, silicone, bamboo

Measurements 179 x 120 x 97 mm

Weight 367,2 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 103 x 182 mm

Handling category C

Bamboo lid

Cutlery set

Capacity: 1200 ml

Rubber band

52621
RE98-BAMBUGUSTO 

eco-box included

lunchboxes.
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Precise and attractive pad printingUseful lunch box  for the cutlery

Practical lunch box with 
bamboo lid: The perfect 
companion for on the go!

Whether for work, school or leisure - lunch boxes are ever-
yday items for many people and have a long service life. 
Place your advertising message in the everyday life of 
your customers and make them happy with our all-roun-
der RE98-Laudat. The lunch box made of BPA-free plastic 
contains two black 500 ml containers that are separated 
by a divider. Inside the  separator is a black plastic cutlery 
set consisting of a knife, fork and spoon. To ensure that 
the cutlery is safely stowed away, the individual pieces 
of cutlery are clamped in matching holders. A food se-
parator for one of the two boxes is also included.  The lid 
of the lunch box is made of bamboo and plastic. A spe-
cial feature: plastic and bamboo can be separated, so all 
plastic components can easily be put in the dishwasher. 
The bamboo board can also be used as a cutting board. 
For additional stability, the entire box is enclosed in a black 
rubber band.

Material plastic, bamboo

Measurements 185 x 106 x 94 mm
Weight 402,9 g
Packaging Polybag

Branding 103 x 182 mm

Handling category B

52581
RE98-LAUDAT 

Lunch Kit

Large containers: 2

Cutlery set

Rubber band

BPA free

Capacity: 2 x 500 ml

lunchboxes.
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8

Black barbecue tongs with bamboo handle: 
A must-have for all barbecue masters!

BBQ tong

52596
RE98-MANISA 

Material Stainless steel, bamboo

Measurements 390 x 60 x 23,04 mm

Weight 189 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 110 x 10 mm

Handling category B

The stainless steel barbecue tongs RE98-MANISA are a 
useful tool for barbecue masters. The bamboo hand-
le gives the tongs a pleasant natural look and forms a 
trendy colour combination with the black lacquered 
stainless steel. In addition, the natural material offers 
a comfortable feel and enables safe handling on the 
heated barbecue. The ends of the barbecue tongs are 
slightly curved, so that the food can be gripped perfect-
ly. With a length of 39 cm, the tool fits easily in the kit-
chen drawer and can also protect the hand from heat. 
The tongs are equipped with a secure locking mechanism. 
To unlock the tongs, you only need to press the eyelet on the 
hinged end of the tongs lightly. To close them, simply pull 
the eyelet. This allows the tool to be stored in a space-sa-
ving way. The tongs can also be hung up using the eyelet.  

barbecue tong.

Lenght: 39 cm

Safety lock

Bamboo handle
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Pepper or Salt Mill

The REFLECTS® proprietary design, RE98-SPICER, impres-
ses with its attractive appearance and high-quality crafts-
manship. Made from noble acacia wood and stainless 
steel, this salt or pepper mill is equipped with a ceramic 
grinding mechanism that guarantees excellent grinding 
quality. The grinding degree can be selected by turning 
the stainless steel knob.
Notes: Wood is a naturally occurring raw material. Varying 
wood grain patterns and colour tones are inherent to the 
nature of the material.
RE98-SPICER is specifically designed for grinding salt or 
pepper.

Material Stainless steel, wood

Measurements 172,8 x 5,6 x 5,6 mm

Weight 264,39 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 29 x 100 mm

Handling category B

Acacia wood

Ceramic grinder

Suitable for salt or peppercorns

Adjustable grit

52636
RE98-SPICER 

eco-box included

pepper or salt mills.

From coarse to 
fine: grind your way 
through any dish 
in style
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Pepper or Salt Mill

The REFLECTS® in-house development, RE98-MILLMAS-
TER, impresses with tasteful, modern design and high qua-
lity. The mill, made of genuine acacia wood and aluminum, 
features a high-quality ceramic grinding mechanism to 
deliver ground salt or pepper. The adjustable mechanism 
allows grain size from coarse to fine, the degree of milling 
can be selected by turning the aluminium disc.
The salt or pepper mill is comfortable to hold and easy to 
use. With its natural and elegant wood grain, the mill be-
comes a stylish addition to any kitchen and dining table. 
To indicate whether the mill is filled with salt or pepper, the 
product includes a white and black silicone ring to wrap 
around the mill‘s disc. 

Material Aluminium wood, silicone
Measurements 166 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 264,48 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 25 x 100 mm

Handling category B

Acacia wood

Ceramic grinder

Suitable for salt or peppercorns

Adjustable grit

52637
RE98-MILLMASTER 

eco-box included

pepper or salt mills.

Modern seasoning 
for your kitchen:  
Perfection in wood 
and stainless steel

White and black inter-
changeable silicone ring
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High Quality Waiter‘s Knife

The premium RE98-CORXX sommelier knife is crafted from 
recycled stainless steel and features a sturdy and comforta-
ble wooden handle. It combines three tools in one: a cork-
screw, a bottle opener, and a foil cutter with a serrated edge. 
Owing to its two-step double-lift mechanism, any cork 
can be smoothly and effortlessly removed from any bottle 
type. All tools fold away seamlessly for compact storage. 

Material recycled stainless steel, wood

Measurements 145 x 30,5 x 10,8 mm

Weight 146,18 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 25 x 8 mm

Handling category B

Two-level lever system

Foil cutter

Bottle opener

Wooden shaft

52618
RE98-CORXX 

eco-box included

waiter‘s knifes.

Sophistication in the palm of 
your hand: high-class waiter‘s 
knife with wooden handle Customisation example with 

laser engraving
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Waiter‘s knife

The RE98-Silverserve waiter‘s knife is exceptionally practi-
cal and comfortable to use. Crafted from aluminium, 
this wine bottle opener sits perfectly in the hand and is 
pleasantly light weight. It offers three tools: a corkscrew, 
a bottle opener, and a foil cutter with a sturdy saw edge.  
A standout feature of this product is its doub-
le lift mechanism. Due to this design, even long 
and delicate corks can be removed with ease. 
All tools fold away securely for compact storage. 

Material aluminium, Stainless steel

Measurements 110 x 36 x 10 mm

Weight 68,2 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 8 mm

Handling category B

Two-level lever system

Bottle opener

Foil cutter

52619
RE98-SILVERSERVE 

eco-box included

waiter‘s knifes.

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Bottle opener

RE98-MAUI bottle opener: Wave design meets functiona-
lity. This elegantly curved bottle opener, designed exclusi-
vely by REFLECTS® for the RE98® brand, brings the allure of 
the ocean straight to you. Crafted from sturdy aluminium, 
the RE98-MAUI promises not only efficient handling when 
popping bottle caps but also boasts a thoughtful design 
that feels especially comfortable in hand. The RE98-MAUI 
is a timeless tool and simultaneously a design statement 
at any business event or a significant promotional tool in 
upscale dining.

Material aluminium

Measurements 132,41 x 20,2 x 11,07 mm

Weight 28,59 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 35 x 16 mm

Handling category B

For bottle caps

52633
RE98-MAUI 

eco-box included eco-box included

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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The new 2-in-1 helper: Heating key with integrated 
shopping trolley chip!

Split Ring:  Ø 35 mm

Heater deaerator

Incl. caddychip

Carabiner

Key Ring

Two useful functions on your key ring: a radiator key and a 
caddy chip! The shiny caddy chip is attached to a solid carabi-
ner, which is complemented by an additional key ring made 
of matt metal. This elegantly designed pendant looks like a 
noble jewellery pendant and also has a technical function. 
For optimal use of the radiator key, simply use the caddy 
chip or a coin and insert it into the slot provided. Insert 
the coin to make it easier to turn the radiator key when 
venting the radiator.

Material metal

Measurements 55 x 0,9 x 0,9 mm

Weight 25,3 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 15 x 15 mm

Handling category B

10365
RE98-LEVENT 

key ring.
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The pocket miracle: 9-in-1 multitool
- small, safe and always with you! Safety lock with locking function

Customisation example with 
laser engraving

Multifunction tool

52593
RE98-DARHAN 

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 80,3 x 10,8 x 220 mm

Weight 81 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 35 x 8 mm

Handling category C

Safety lock

Screwdriver

Blade width: 11 mm 

Keyring Hole

Saw

Bottle opener

The powerful, compact multitool combines nine func-
tions in one tool: pocket knife, scissors, nail file, cross and 
flat head screwdriver, bottle opener, can opener and saw. 
Almost all everyday issues can be easily overcome using 
this multitool. The black lacquered minitool can com-
fortably hang on a key ring with a key ring hole - ide-
al for travel. The tools are locked in place during use by 
the safety mechanism. After use, the tools are securely 
stored in place by the safety lock. This protects the user 
from accidental injury. To release the safety mechanism, 
just press the two buttons on the side and push them 
down simultaneously, so that a tool can be put back.  
The company logo can be applied on the housing or on 
the tools with laser engraving. A gift box is included.

multifunction tools.

eco-box included
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Customisation example with 
laser engraving

Our multi-tool is an indispensable companion for all out-
door activities such as camping, hiking or cycling. It offers 
all the functions you need to quickly and easily set things 
up on the go or carry out small repairs. The multi-tool is 
small and compact and has a solid snap hook on its side 
which can be easily attached to backpacks or belt loops. 
Alternatively, the multi-tool can also be attached to a key 
ring.  Various functions can be used by sliding the mul-
ti-tool open. The multi-tool is made of solid metal and has 
a galvanised surface which protects against wear and tear. 

Outdoor multitool: The robust 
all-rounder for all your adventures!

multifunction tools.

Multifunction tool

52585
RE98-ODNOWA 

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 70 x 33 x 9 mm

Weight 55 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 7 mm

Handling category C

Screwdriver

Screwdriver

3/3.5mm spoke tool

Carabiner

Wire Cutter

Bottle opener
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The perfect tool for every bike enthusiast! With its multi-
tude of functions, it allows to conduct almost any repair 
on your bike, on the go, in the event of a breakdown or 
at home by themselves. Our bike tool is portable and 
can easily be stored in your bag, backpack or toolbox. 
A unique feature is the tool for changing tyres/tubes. 
The multitool is rounded off with useful additional fun-
ctions such as a bottle opener, a ruler and a protractor.  
Our bike tool is made of high-class stainless steel and co-
ated in black. 

All-in-one bike master: Our 
multifunctional bike tool for 
all situations!

multifunction tools.

Bike tool

52586
RE98-SMALLPAIR 

Tire tool

Screwdriver

2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8 mm hex wrench

3/3.5mm spoke tool

Chain cutter

Material
Stainless steel,  

Chrome Vanadium Steel
Measurements 85 x 42 x 13 mm

Weight 174,34 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 26 x 8 mm

Handling category B

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Multifunction tool

This handy credit card-sized tool stands out due to its 
multifaceted features and its compact form. This tool is 
an ideal companion for travel and outdoor adventures 
as it easily fits into wallets, trouser pockets, or backpacks.. 
This multitool is crafted from high-quality, black-coa-
ted stainless steel, offering 8 functionalities: bottle ope-
ner, can opener, ruler, screwdriver, hex key, protractor, 
package opener, and wingnut driver. With this versatile 
device, one is well-equipped for everyday eventualities. 
Branding is available via laser engraving or UV printing on 
the card tool. The item comes in a premium cardboard 
box.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 85 x 53,38 x 2 mm

Weight 29,69 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 45 x 18 mm

Handling category B

Package opener

2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8 mm hex wrench

Screwdriver

Bottle opener

Can opener

52635
RE98-CARDMATE Compact and versatile: the pocket multitool for on the go

inklusive Eco-Box

multifunction tools.

Customisation example with 
laser engraving
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Tool set

Precise tasks demand precise tools. This premium pre-
cision mechanics tool set, presented in a stylish black 
box, is specifically designed for intricate tasks on laptops, 
computers, glasses, and the like. The matte screwdriver 
with bit holder, alongside the 19 magnetic bits crafted 
from ultra-hard S2 stainless steel - including 9 star screw 
bits, 2 flathead screw bits, and 8 Phillips screw bits - en-
sure maximum adaptability and precision. The box, made 
from recycled ABS plastic, not only exudes elegance but 
also securely houses ist contents thanks to ist high-qua-
lity magnetic closure. The interior, made from recycled 
polypropylene, optimally protects and organizes the tools.  

Material
Stainless steel, recycled polypro-

pylene, recycled ABS plastic
Measurements 110 x 21 x 21 mm

Weight 131 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 95 x 60 mm

Handling category C

Screwdriver

Number of star screws bits: 9 pieces

Number of slotted screws bits: 2 pieces

Number of Cross Bits: 8 pieces

52629
RE98-BIT OF WORK 

black 52629-BKwhite 52629-WE

tool sets.

inklusive Eco-Box
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Pen Screwdriver 13-in-1

Material aluminium, steel

Measurements 135 x 10 x 10 mm

Weight 26,4g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 35 x 5 mm

Handling category C

52639
RE98-SKILLRISE 

inklusive Eco-Box

Magnetic

Number of slotted screw bits: 6 pieces

Number of Cross Bits: 6 pieces

Screwdriver

Practical and handy – the bit set made of anodized alumi-
nium includes 6 flat bits and 6 cross head bits in various 
sizes, including precision mechanics. The bits are securely 
stored inside the pen. The magnetic bits are particularly 
easy to handle. Simply place the bit at the tip of the pen, 
and the screwdriver is ready to use. All bits are made of 
robust S2 steel. The pen shape facilitates the use as a tool, 
and the grooved surface ensures a good grip. The clip 
provides the necessary hold on clothing, a toolbox, or a 
clipboard. With a fine laser engraving, the bit set becomes 
an attractive promotional item.
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Our brand variety:
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Discover more:  
On the following pages 
you will find products  
that complete our 
brand worlds.

Our brand variety:
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Thermo mugCup Cup Thermo mug Thermo mug

Thermo mug Thermo mug Thermo mug

black 52446-BK dark blue 52446-DBE black 52446-BK black 52446-BKred 52446-RD

white 52506-WE black 52506-BK

white 52509-WE black 52509-BK
white 52329-WE black 52329-BK

Thermo mug bamboo Glass bottle with tea strainerCarafe Glass Bottle

50623  
RETUMBLER-FLORISSANT 

52509  
RETUMBLER-IRVINE 

52506  
RETUMBLER-LAHTI 

52434  
RETUMBLER-BOZEN 

51851  
RETUMBLER-POZNAN 

52510  
RETUMBLER-POZNAN XL 

52446  
RETUMBLER-THIONVILLE 

52257 
RETUMBLER-TALCA 

52104 
RETUMBLER-SLEDGE 

52484 
RETUMBLER-TUCSON 

52496 
RETUMBLER-PEARLAND 

52329 
RETUMBLER-SUDBURY 

52570
RETUMBLER-VIVERO  

 Thermo mug

black 52570-BKwhite 52570-WE dark blue 52570-DBE



52484 
RETUMBLER-TUCSON 

52496 
RETUMBLER-PEARLAND 

52329  
RETUMBLER-SUDBURY 
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52129 
52453  52482

52317 
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Buckle and customisation

Choose drinking bottle 
with customisation

Start your selection with one of our drinking bottles. We offer them in different 
colours with capacities starting at 350 ml.. 
For orders of 3,000 or more, we can also customise the colour of the bottle and 
the softgrip on the lid to suit your needs.

Our new black plastic clip closure is easy to attach to the bottle and can be re-
moved just as easily. The refinement becomes complemented by precise pad 
printing, which makes your myCasan, myPetrolina or myLille even more attractive 
and charming.

Showcase your advertising effectively on the body of the bottle. As usual, 
there is the option of printing it with your individual motif or logo.

The polyester strap is available from 100 pieces and customised with your 
design using heat transfer. 

Choose the strap material 
and customisation

Choose a bottleNow new: With detachable 
carrying strap
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Drinking bottle Drinking bottle Drinking bottle

Drinking bottle Drinking bottle Drinking bottle Hip Flask

Hip Flask

Hip Flask

Straw Straw StrawStraw

52456 
RETUMBLER-GIBRALTAR 

52129 
RETUMBLER-CASAN 

52453  
RETUMBLER-CASAN XL 

52482 
RETUMBLER-CASAN XXL 

52508 
RETUMBLER-QENA 

52317 
RETUMBLER-RIYAN 

52442 
RETUMBLER-LISSABON 

50013 
RETUMBLER-XXL 

52379 
RETUMBLER-VALDIVIA 

52366-S 
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size S

52366-M 
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size M

52366-L 
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size L

52461 
RETUMBLER-TAMPA 

3-in-1 Mug

52397 
RETUMBLER-REINOSA 
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Wireless Charger magnetic wireless charger 15 watt Wireless Charger

Wireless Charger Wireless Charger Fast Wireless Charger with alarm clock3-in-1 Fast Wireless Charger

Wireless Speaker incl 15 Watt Wireless 
Charger with Light

Wireless Speaker incl. 10 watt wireless 
charger Bluetooth®-Speaker with Light 3-in-1 Charging Cable with Light

52304-BEBE52304-RDRD52304-WEWE
black/green 
52304-BKGN

black/white 
52304-BKWE

black/blue 
52304-BKBE

magnetic wireless charger 15 watt Wireless Charger
52490 

REEVES-OCEANSIDE 15 Watt
52513 REEVES-GUYNOM 52530 

REEVES-NOMEXY 15 Watt

52433 
REEVES-ALMATY 5 Watt

52356  
REEVES-COVINGTON 5 Watt

52515 
REEVES-BOXBURN 15 Watt

52568 
REEVES-CALSLEY 

52567 REEVES-BOURVILLE 52511 REEVES-DOTHAN 52398 
REEVES-MALBORK 

52304 
REEVES-PUHALANI 

52638 REEVES-SAN DIMAS III 



52304 REEVES-PUHALANI

52568 
REEVES-CALSLEY 

52567 REEVES-BOURVILLE 
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52529 
REEVES-BREVARD 

53001 
REEVES-FLASH 100 

52373 
REEVES-ACÁMBRO 

52441 
REEVES-DELFT 2000 mAh

52600 
REEVES-MIXCO III 

110110
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3-in-1 Charging Cable 3-in-1 Charging Cable with Light Rechargeable Selfie Light

Torch Torch Multifunctional Torch LED Torch with Multi Tool

Multifunctional Torch

Multifunctional Torch with Powerbank

Multifunctional Torch Head Lamp Head Lamp Camping light

6-in-1 Charging Cable6-in-1 Charging Cable

black 52600-BK

white 52600-WE

52466 
REEVES-EVERETTE 

52469 
REEVES-HAMPTON 

52529 
REEVES-BREVARD 

53001 
REEVES-FLASH 100 

52191 
REEVES-FORLI 

52251 
REEVES-MATURIN 

53004 
REEVES-SURFIELD 

52373 
REEVES-ACÁMBRO 

52441 
REEVES-DELFT 2000 mAh

52140 
REEVES-PELOTAS 

52512 
REEVES-YAUCO 

52352 
REEVES-PEORÍA 

52254 
REEVES-GROSSETO L 

52600 
REEVES-MIXCO III 

52584 
REEVES-SNAKE II 
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Electric arc candle lighter Electric arc candle lighterElectric arc candle lighter

black 52507-BKsilver 52507-SR black 52358-BKsilver 52358-SR

Electric arc candle lighter Foldable Electric Arc Candle Lighter

black 52287-BK

Solar calculator Solar calculator

white/silver 60154-WESR black/red 60154-BKRDblack/silver 60154-BKSR black/gold 60154-BKGD black/light blue 60154-BKLBE

Solar calculator

Solar calculator

black 60162-BKwhite 60162-WE

Solar calculator Kitchen timerKitchen timer

52429 
REEVES-BERN 

52358 
REEVES-NEW CASTLE 

52507 
REEVES-SANTA CLARITA 

52287 
REEVES-MANRESA 

52514 
REEVES-SARZEAU 

60154 
REEVES-VALINDA 

60144 
REEVES-JOINVILLE 

60162  
REEVES-NEAPEL 

60160 
REEVES-SPECTACULATOR 

60038 
REEVES-SAN LORENZO 

52249 
REEVES-ORONO 

52247 
REEVES-LAURINBURG 



52507 
REEVES-SANTA CLARITA

60162  
REEVES-NEAPEL 

52249 
REEVES-ORONO 

52247 
REEVES-LAURINBURG

60160 
REEVES-SPECTACULATOR 
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For complete 
all-over printing 
suitable.

For complete 
all-over printing 
suitable.



10359 RE98-PORTOLA 

10360 RE98-DELIVERY

10363 RE98-WORLD TRIP 

10364 RE98-DRIVE IN 

10001 RE98-CABLE 

114114
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Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring

Key Ring

black 10359-BK blue 10359-BE red 10359-RDdark grey 10359-DGY

Key Ring

black/black 10357-BKBK cyan 10357-CNSRdark grey 10357-DGYSR red 10357-RDSR

matt-silver finish 10001-Msilver 10001-S

Key RingKey Ring Key Ring

Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring

10360 RE98-DELIVERY 10363 RE98-WORLD TRIP 10364 RE98-DRIVE IN 

10359 RE98-PORTOLA 10357 RE98-HONOLULU 

10001 RE98-CABLE 10354 RE98-FULLERTON 10281 RE98-LIMBIATE 

10060 RE98-CLASSIC LARGE 10062 RE98-CLASSIC LARGE 10018 RE98-CLASSIC SMALL 10053 RE98-EXCLUSIVE 
10155 RE98-PERRIS 

RECTANGULAR 10156 RE98-PERRIS ROUND 
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Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring Key RingKey Ring

Key Ring Key Ring Key Ring

black 10180-BKred 10180-RD blue 10180-BE black 10180-BKred 10180-RD blue 10180-BE

Key Ring with Bottle Opener Key Ring with Bottle Opener Key Ring with Radiator Key Key Ring with Radiator Key
Key Ring

10268 RE98-SHAWNEE 10269 RE98-FAIRHOPE 10252 RE98-ALGEMESÍ 10158 RE98-IRUN ELIPSE 
10159 RE98-IRUN 

RECTANGULAR 10157 RE98-IRUN ROUND 

10034 RE98-MULTI 10201 RE98-ALMERE 10180 RE98-KEMER 

10295 RE98-CATHARGO 10296 RE98-NARÓN 52011 RE98-MADISON 10358 RE98-RADIATOR-KEY 10365 RE98-LEVENT 



10180 RE98-KEMER 

10358 RE98-RADIATOR-KEY 

10159 RE98-IRUN RECTANGULAR 

10295 RE98-CATHARGO 

117117



51534 
RE98-KOLLAM 

52488 
RE98-BROWNSVILLE 

51920 RE98-CARMONA 

51941 RE98-OLEIROS 

118118
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blue 51917-BEwhite 51917-WE

Money clip Money clip Credit and business card box Credit and business card box Credit and business card box

Credit and business card box Letter openerLetter opener Letter opener Letter opener

Letter opener Cutter Cutter Cutter Mini Cutter with Key Ring

50103 
RE98-STEEL 

50015 
RE98-MO 

50347 
RE98-HALIFAX 

51534 
RE98-KOLLAM 

52488 
RE98-BROWNSVILLE 

52485 
RE98-SPOKANE 

51577 
RE98-IMMINGHAM 

51941 
RE98-OLEIROS 

52316 
RE98-PÄRNU 

51920 
RE98-CARMONA 

51903 
RE98-MATTOON 

52579-WE 
RE98-TARNTON 

52577-BK 
RE98-SECARE 

51917 
RE98-TONGI 

51173 
RE98-LASNE
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Linen testerTape mea-
sure

Ballpen Clipboard

white (clear) 
50694-WEC black 50694-BK blue 50694-BE

Linen Tester with Light

Lunch Kit Lunch bag Pepper or Salt Mill Pepper or Salt Mill

BBQ tong

BBQ tong

BBQ tong Bottle opener Bottle openerBottle opener

black 51713-BK

silver 51713-SR

51736 
RE98-NAPLES 

51644 
RE98-TOMELLOSO 

50694 
CLIC CLAC-VANCOUVER 

50185 
RE98-CLIPBOARD 

52580 
RE98-NAPLES LIGHT 

52309 
RE98-CORRIENTES 

52359 
RE98-DIEST 

52236 
RE98-HOBART 

52444 
RE98-GRANADA 

52196 
RE98-ALTEMERA 

52487 
RE98-ARVADA 

52583 
RE98-SAPHIRA 

51882 
RE98-DARU 

52021 
RE98-FAJARDO 

51713 
RE98-GLASGOW 



52236 RE98-HOBART 

52583 RE98-SAPHIRA 

51713 RE98-GLASGOW 

121121



52523 
RE98-LILLEBONNE 

52260 
RE98-ENSENADA 

52261 
RE98-HADANO 

52522 
RE98-BRIMONT 

122122
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Bottle opener Bottle opener Coaster with bottle opener Waiter‘s knife

Wine set

Champagne stopper

Pocket MirrorPocket Mirror

Pocket MirrorPocket Mirror Pocket MirrorMirror

Manicure set Manicure set

51371 
RE98-TOOWOOMBA 

52307 
RE98-SAKUMONO 

52197 
RE98-ALGECIRAS 

51477 
RE98-LOKEREN 

52523 
RE98-LILLEBONNE 

52522 
RE98-BRIMONT 

52260 
RE98-ENSENADA 

52261 
RE98-HADANO 

51793 
RE98-OWEGO 

52094 
RE98-ISPARTA 

52351 
RE98-MANAMA 

52418 
RE98-CATANZARO 

51427 
RE98-PIETRASANTA 

50589 
RE98-CANTON 
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Luggage tagLuggage tag Luggage tag Luggage tag Luggage tag

Bag hanger Bag hangerBag hangerCompass Pillbox

Playing cards set with boxPlaying cards set with boxDice cup with 5 dice

50884 
RE98-BASSILA 

50703 
RE98-SEVILLA 

50883 
RE98-BORGOU 

50936 
RE98-LENEXA 

51533 
RE98-DAVENTRY 

51998 
RE98-PORI 

51623 
RE98-VIEDMA 

52569 
RE98-NORTH 

52003 
RE98-POSADAS 

52340 
RE98-SALAMINA 

52303 
RE98-CALABASAS 

52302 
RE98-BETEROU 

51444 
RE98-YORKTON 



51444 
RE98-YORKTON 

52340 
RE98-SALAMINA 

52569 
RE98-NORTH 

125125



LAS CO2 DOM

UVD 1 UVD 2 UVD 3 UVD 4

TAM 1C TAM 2C TAM 3C TAM 4C

Dishwasher

tested

inside

126126

Branding icons

Pad-printing 1C
(single-colour print)

Pad-printing 2C
(two-colour print)

Pad-printing 3C 
(three-colour print)

Pad-printing 4C 
(four-colour print)

UV print 1 UV print 2 UV print 3 UV print 4

Laser engraving
CO2  

laser engraving
Doming

Our products are marked with our address in accordance with the Product Safety Act (ProdSG). Colours and formats in the catalogue may differ from the original product. We reserve the right to price changes, 
changes of technical specifications and any typographical errors. Additional items are for illustrative purposes only and are not supplied with product.  

legend.

Rechargeable battery, 
including USB cable

Wireless charging

LED Including battery

Solar Dual power

Hands free

Icons
BPA free

Dishwasher 
tested

Anti-fingerprint

Mug height

Tritan

MagnetNature Collection

Thermo mug
double-walled

Vacuum thermo mug
double-walled

Vacuum thermo mug
double-walled with
copper coating

Customisation example 
with transferprinting

Osram is a trademark of OSRAM GmbH, 
Munich. Registered in the EU and other 
countries.

*Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.






